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1. Introduction
Single Assignment C [5] is a functional data parallel language spe-
cialising in array programming. SAC combines high productivity
programming with efficient parallel execution. Data parallelism in
SAC is based on array comprehensions in the form of with-loops
that are used to create immutable, truly multi-dimensional array
values or to perform reduction operations.

The SAC compiler goes to great lengths combining and optimis-
ing with-loop-based intermediate code [4]. In doing so SAC com-
piler systematically transforms programs from a human-friendly
representation to one that is amenable to efficient machine exe-
cution. Eventually the SAC compiler emits platform-specific ISO
C compliant code. Currently, the compiler includes backends for
symmetric multi-core multi-processor systems with shared address
space architectures [2], GPUs (based on CUDA) [6], the Micro-
Grid many-core architecture [3] as well as heterogeneous systems
of multi-core general-purpose processors and GPUs [1].

A clear gap in the SAC compiler’s portfolio of target platforms
are cluster-like architectures with distributed address spaces. The
goal of our current work is to close this gap and add efficient cluster
support to SAC compiler and runtime system.

2. Approach
Adhering to the design and philosophy of SAC we aim for a com-
pletely automatic solution that maps entirely system-agnostic pro-
grams to cluster architectures and, nonetheless, achieves competi-
tive performance for the compute-intensive applications that SAC
targets. Since the programming language SAC supports arbitrary
index functions on arrays, we cannot expect to be able to fully
analyse array access patterns, at least not in the general case. There-
fore, we follow a distributed shared memory (DSM) strategy. While
DSMs historically have a reputation for poor performance, it is now
time to re-think this approach as technology has thoroughly shifted
the relation between network and memory speed. Correspondingly,
interest in Software DSMs is again on the rise [8].

3. Why a Software DSM solution?
Distributed shared memory provides a shared memory abstraction
on top of a physically distributed memory. An overview of issues
of DSM systems can be found in [7]. These early DSM systems
have not been adopted on a large scale due to shortcomings in per-
formance. Explicit message passing, and in particular MPI, remain
the predominant programming model for clusters.

However, Ramesh et al. suggest that it is time to revisit DSM
systems [8]. They argue that early DSM systems were not success-
ful because of slow network connections at the time. Today, net-
work bandwidth is comparable to main memory bandwidth, and
network latency is only one order of magnitude worse than main
memory latency. These developments pretty much reduce Software
DSMs to a cache management problem.

4. Why a custom DSM system?
In order to support distributed memory systems, we could run a
SAC program on top of an existing Software DSM system. Instead,
we decided to integrate a custom DSM system into the SAC com-
piler and runtime system. This allows us to exploit SAC’s func-
tional semantics and the very controlled parallel execution model of
with-loops. Since variables in sac have write-once/read-only se-
mantics, we do not have to take into account that they could change
their value. Furthermore, parallelism only occurs in with-loops and
while arbitrary variables can be read in the body with-loop, only a
single variable is written to.

5. Implementation and evaluation
During the presentation we outline the major design choices made
in our implementation of a custom Software DSM for functional
array processing as part of the SAC runtime system as well as
the major extensions of the SAC compiler to make use of it. We
further report on our experimental findings involving a variety of
benchmarks and draw conclusions regarding the overall approach.
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